Loading manual for glider

Trailer TV-2.
1. Insert the elevator in the bracket and fasten with wing nut.
2. For farther transport put safety wire thru the nut and on the trailing edge add sponge rubber.

3. Insert wing tip in the tip dolly and fasten with belt.

4. Place the wing root into the wing root dolly.

5. Slide the wing in the transport position.
6. Adjust the wing dolly against floor stops.
7. Insert the main wing root mount onto the nylon pin and tighten the nut.
8. For farther transport secure both the wing tip dolly wing nut as well as the main wing root nuth with safety wire.

9. Place the fuselage dolly on the aft door ramp and slide the fuselage onto at all the way to the main wheel. If the fuselage has the bottom center of gravity tow release, orient the dolly in such a way so that the cutout in the dolly cradle faces toward the main wheel.

10. Lift the fuselage tail.

11. Open the cockpit.

12. Retract the main wheel.
13. Push the fuselage with the dolly into the trailer until the nose leans against the nose support cone.
14. Insert the tail support under the fuselage and fasten the fuselage tail with the strap. Secure the tail support with a wing nut to the floor.

15. Hook the front chain into the front aerotow release. Tighten with the turnbuckle.

16. Slide the bracket onto the top of vertical stabilizer and secure with two wing nuts.

17. For farther transport secure all wing nuts with bonding wire, also the chain turnbuckle.